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The Ottawa Centre is one of twenty Centres comprising the Royal 
Astronomical Society of Canada-an organization dedicated to the 
advancement of astronomy and allied sciences. The society dates back to 
1868, and acquired its present name in 1903; the Ottawa Centre was the 
second established, in 1906.

Membership is open to anyone interested in astronomy. The Ottawa 
Centre has a number of facilities which are available to members. The 
Indian River Observatory houses an excellent 16-inch telescope, as well 
as a 10-inch instrument and a large radio telescope. All of the equipment 
was built by members.

The Ottawa Centre also operates a comprehensive astronomical library. 
Several hundred books are available to members at no charge.

Members of the RASC receive the society’s renowned yearbook, the 
Observers’ Handbook, as well as the bi-monthly Journal and the 
National Newsletter. Members of the Ottawa Centre also receive this 
publication, Astronotes, which serves to keep the membership informed 
about upcoming events, recent astronomical observations, and members’ 
activities. Membership in the Ottawa Centre costs $25 for regular 
members, or $15 for junior members (under 18 years).

People interested in joining the Ottawa Centre can do so at any meeting. 
Observers' Group meetings are held regularly at 8:00 on the first Friday 
of each month, in room 3001 of the NRC building at 100 Sussex Drive. 
Additional Centre Meetings with guest lecturers are announced as they 
are scheduled.

Articles for the next issue of Astronotes are due by March 22.
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EVENT HORIZONS Sandy Ferguson

important: Note date of April OG Meeting!

M arch 18-20 Messier M arathon (Round 1) -  IRO or a suitable place of your 
choice.

April 6 Lunar Grazing Occultation Expedition -  contact Brian Burke for
more information (521-8856).

April 8 Observers’ Group Meeting -  Room 3001, 100 Sussex Dr., 8:00.
This will take place on the second Friday o f the month due to Good 
Friday on the 1st.

April 16-18 Messier M arathon (Round 2) -  Same locations as above. 

April 23 International Astronomy Day. More on this next month!

THE MESSIER MARATHON Doug George

It is once again time for our annual Messier Marathon. The challenge: to 
observe as many Messier objects as possible in a single evening! All 
except for M30 are potentially visible around the Equinox. This is a great 
way to learn your way around the sky, and to hone your observing skills.

The following equipment is needed: binoculars or telescope, and a star 
chart showing all the Messier objects. It is also helpful to have a check
off list of the objects in the recommended order of observation (available 
at OG meeting, or call me).

You should be especially prepared for early evening, late morning, and 
for the "heartbreak hill" of the marathon: the Coma-Virgo cluster of 
galaxies. In the C-V group, you don’t star-hop, you galaxy-hop! A good 
map, such as the one in Burnham’s Celestial Handbook, is essential for 
this area. The challenge in the evening is to get M77. M74. M31, M32, 
M110, and M79 during twilight before they set. In the morning, the race 
is on to get M l5, M2, M72, M73, M55, and M75 before they set. The 
underlined objects are the hardest; the ones in italics may be visible in 
the morning if you miss them in the evening. Note that the following 
objects, in addition to M30, are not observable (these are catalog errors): 
M40, M73, M91, M102. This leaves a total of 99 objects to be observed!

So, why don’t you come out and join the fun at IRO? I will be arranging 
for snow plowing to make sure everyone can get in.
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OBSERVER’S GROUP FLASHBACKS Bill Dey

It was the late 1950’s during an office conversation with Gil Bretzloff 
when I first became interested in the Observers’ Group. Gil told me he 
was a member and planned to build a 12.5" telescope. I joined the group 
soon after this and found quite a number of members were people in 
EMR where I worked. There was George Brunton, Frank Evraire, Bernie 
Wilson, and Jack Horwood.

Most of us were building telescopes in those days under the guidance of 
Fred Lossing. Looking back I am amazed at the patience that went into a 
telescope mirror. Scratches at the polishing or figuring stage meant a 
return to the grinding stage. All of the telescopes performed quite well 
and most were of 6" or 8" diameter.

I remember George Brunton’s 8". Its mirror was made from a large 
condensing lens which George ground, polished and figured. It was 
ahead of its time, being thin at the edge and thick at the centre, 
somewhat like the mirror in a C-8. I remember splitting the double
double with George’s scope and have never seen a cleaner split with 
very little scattered light in the diffraction rings.

I also remember Gil Bretzloff s 12.5" scope. We discussed parabolizing 
the mirror and he decided since he was going to use it mainly for 
planetary observations he would make it an f/10 and leave it 
unparabolized. Gil invited me to his home (I think it was in the early 
60’s) to do some observing. He had mounted the telescope permanently 
on the flat roof of his home and we used a long step-ladder to reach the 
eyepiece. The 12.5" worked quite well on the planets. I think this was the 
first time I noticed so many colours in Jupiter’s cloud bands.

One evening a group of us went to the Dominion Observatory to use the 
15" refractor to find Pluto. John Stairs seemed to know how to use the 
big scope and after star hopping, using a star atlas, was able to pinpoint 
the planet. Ottawa skies were much darker in those days.

After the Observers’ Group meetings some of us would go out to Len 
Orr’s "Wireview" observatory for some late night viewing. Len had an 
8" scope with a mirror made by an Englishman named Hindle.

And finally there was Gord Grant’s annual pilgrimage to Stellafane 
during the early years of the Observers’ Group. Gord would come back 
armed with slides to illustrate his trip and make many of the articles in 
ATM #1 come to life with descriptions of telescopes and observing.
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BUT WHERE IS MY BACK YARD? Doug George

About four hours after the February Observers’ Group Meeting, I 
trudged out into the back yard with my C-8. Occasional cirrus clouds 
were floating by, the temperature was -24° C, and about four inches of 
freshly fallen snow was on the ground. What, may you ask, was I doing 
there at that ridiculous hour?

Well, there was a small possibility that an asteroidal occultation might 
occur, if the predicted path of an asteroid shifted north. I had called 
IOTA, and the recording said that while there was no astrometry 
available, the path could potentially shift as far as southern Ontario.

So I figured, "damn the torpedoes", and tried it. The cold presented 
certain problems: my tape recorder froze up, and my shortwave radio 
died (no, it was AC powered!). The telescope controls were very 
sluggish. In the end, I used the NRC time signal from cable TV and used 
a walky-talky to signal my time mark to the tape deck in my living 
room!

I had to star-hop halfway across Leo since I couldn’t see any stars in the 
finderscope with the bright moonlight. This took about 10 minutes, using 
Tirion’s Sky Atlas 2000.0, and the IOTA finder chart. The star was 
actually quite easy to see, even with the bright moonlight. I didn’t even 
try to see the 13th magnitude asteroid, 506 Marion.

Of course, I didn’t see an occultation, but then I didn’t really expect to. 
It’s just a lot of fun to go out at a strange hour of the night, braving the 
elements, locating an obscure star, and spending 10 minutes watching 
nothing happen to it. It is fun. Strange.

Of course, the next step is to report the observation. The most important 
parameter is the location of the observing site. Since I live in a new 
subdivision, there aren’t many landmarks to compare with a topographic 
map. A couple of months ago I borrowed a Transit satellite navigation 
device, and found my living room with it. I averaged the results from 19 
satellite passes, to find myself at lat. 45° 18’ 00" +/-2", and long. 
76° 43’ 53" +/-24" (WGS-72 datum). The longitude is a bit imprecise, 
but will probably do since I didn’t see anything. It looks like I will have 
to try a topographic map after all.

Coming up in Observers’ Group Flashbacks: 
Les MacDonald and Ken Hewitt-White
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ALGOL, AN ECLIPSING BINARY Damien Lemay

According to the recorded story, about the year 1667 the variability of 
Algol was definitely recognized, although it took another 115 years 
before Goodricke, in 1782, determined its period of 2.87 days. He 
interpreted this as being the result of a partial eclipse by a dark 
companion revolving around it. The theory was generally accepted; 
however proof came only 107 years later when, in 1889, spectroscopic 
observation revealed the alternating blue and red shift caused by the 
movement of the stars about the centre of mass of the system.

Star Redshift because the star is 
going away from the observer

Blueshift because the star is 
going towards the observer

Still, another 89 years passed before the supposed dark companion itself 
was finally detected spectroscopically, thus proving that the eclipsing 
body was in fact a dim star. This came as no surprise to astronomers, 
though, because from the shape of a light curve with a primary and 
secondary minimum, it had already been deduced that Algol’s 
companion was a star.

The eclipses last some 10 hours, which represents roughly 15% of the 
orbit duration. This indicates that the diameter of each star is large 
relative to the dimension of the orbit of the pair. At the same time, the 
period of only 69 hours tells us that the dimension of the orbit is small 
(calculated to be 107 km). As for the brightness, the star is normally at 
mag. 2.1 and 3.4 at minimum.

Observation over centuries has revealed that the period of the pair is 
varying slowly. This is explained by minute changes in the orientation of 
the major axis of the orbit, caused by a third component. The latter has 
now been detected spectroscopically. It revolves about the eclipsing pair 
in 1.862 years at a distance of 80 million km. This component is not 
directly involved in the eclipses, because it is not in the same plane as 
the eclipsing pair (A and B components).
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Taking into account the results of the light curve, radial velocity 
measurements, and spectroscopic results, the following parameters have 
been deduced for this triple system:

Component Luminosity Mass Diameter

A 100 4 4.0X 106 km
B 3 1 5.0 X 106 km
C 4 1.5 2.5 X 106 km

The units for luminosity and mass are relative to the sun.

Parallax measurements indicate a distance close to 100 light years. Given 
the small dimensions of the system, there is no hope of resolving the 
components with existing instruments.

The Sky Month by Month in the 1988 Observer’s Handbook provides 
the time of the minimum of Algol, and Page 179 provides a star map 
with comparison stars.

There are many well known stars which are eclipsing binaries; for 
example: Beta Lyra, Epsilon Aurigae, and one of the components of the 
Trapezium in the middle of the famous Orion Nebula. Epsilon Aurigae is 
really special, with an eclipse lasting about two years every 24 years. For 
more information on this particular case, please refer to Sky & 
Telescope, January 1987, Page 15; and S&T, December 1985, Page 527.

THE FLASHLIGHT CONTROVERSY Doug George

In an attempt to resolve the question of the ideal flashlight colour, 
Mercedes and I performed some simple (not-quite-scientific) 
experiments. For the experiments blue, green, red, and white filters were 
used on my flashlight. Two tests were performed: legibility of a star 
chart (near M57 on Tirion’s Sky Atlas 2000.0), and the recovery of 
night vision after pointing the flashlight into the eye.

For the legibility test, the brightness of the flashlight was adjusted until 
small characters could be seen on the atlas. White required the least 
amount of light, red was second, and green a close third. Blue wasn’t 
even in the running: it was almost impossible to read at any reasonable 
level! Mercedes commented that the red was much easier on the 
eyes -  less stressful than green or blue.
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For the next test, we sat in the basement and looked at the faint outlines 
of the window (lit only by city lights reflected off the clouds). The 
coloured flashlight, roughly adjusted to the appropriate brightness level 
from the above test, was then pointed into the eyes for a few seconds. 
White required approximately 8 seconds for recovery, blue and green 
required about 5 seconds, and red required only about 3 seconds. 
Obviously this does not account for very deep adaptation, but does 
nevertheless gives an indication of the relative effects.

So, in my judgement at least, red was a clear winner. The next best 
choice is probably green. Blue, although it is the equal of green for 
preserving vision, is hopeless for reading small lettering.

It is interesting to compare these results to other information recently 
presented to us. Last month, Peter Blatherwick spoke about colour vision 
at the Observers’ Group Meeting. The accompanying diagram, from his 
talk, shows the relative sensitivities of the four types of cells in the eye: 
blue, green and red cones, and rods. The diagram evidently explains the 
results of the adaptation recovery experiment quite well. The rods have 
almost no red sensitivity, and sensitivity to blue and green is less than 
optimum but still substantial. Since the rods shut down when too much 
light is received, blue and green will affect night vision more than red, 
but less than white light.

At the September Centre meeting Dr. Cowan mentioned that vision in 
blue has very poor resolution because of chromatic aberration in the eye. 
This was also borne out by our experiments, although we were surprised 
at how dramatic the effect was.

So, now we have some simple home-spun experiments which tend to 
confirm the hypothesis that red light is better for night vision. The results 
also suggest that green may be an acceptable alternative, which might be 
handy if you don’t like seeing red.
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FEBRUARY OBSERVERS’ GROUP MEETING Estelle Rother

Chairperson Sandy Ferguson opened the meeting at 8:10 pm by 
welcoming everyone and introducing visitors to the Society.

Peter Blatherwick, an Engineer with Bell Northern, talked about the 
general properties of colour vision. He began with a description of the 
structure and function of the eye. The retina is made up of cones, which 
are sensitive to red, blue or green light, and rods. Night vision uses only 
the very sensitive rods. As night approaches, the cones gradually turn off 
and the colour we see shifts towards blue. While cones adapt quickly, it 
takes rods about 30 minutes to adapt. A red filter cuts off all the light to 
which rods are sensitive, so we can use a red flashlight without 
destroying our night vision.

Damien Lemay then talked about eclipsing variable stars. After showing 
some slides he talked about Algol. Eclipsing binary stars are seen edge 
on and eclipse each other in orbit. The stars are close together and orbit 
around their centre of mass. Algol has been known as a variable since 
1680. Epsilon Aurigae is a pair of stars with a wide disk of matter 
eclipsing the primary star.

Doug George explained how anyone can do star trail astrophotography. 
All that is needed is a camera, a cable release, a tripod and film. Keep a 
log to avoid mistakes (there are many things that can go wrong, so why 
make the same mistake twice?). Doug also showed some slides.

Vice-Chairman David Monoogian chaired the rest of the meeting. Max 
Stuart discussed sky coordinates and the use of setting circles. He then 
described an amazing telescope seen on a recent TV program. This 
wonderful instrument allows an observer to see into an apartment 
window 33 miles away and allows one to clearly identify faces of the 
people in the room! (Anyone know where to find such a telescope?).

Brian Burke noted that most occultations are visible at least 1000 km 
from Ottawa. Of nine upcoming lunar grazes, only one on April 6th can 
be observed about 33 miles east of Rockland. Also, Ottawa is near the 
northern limit for observing an occultation of a 9.3 mag star by Mars. 
More news to come.

Sandy Ferguson took us on a tour of the six winter 
constellations -  Orion, Auriga, Taurus, Gemini, Canis Major and Canis 
Minor -  and described what could be observed with the naked eye, with 
binoculars, and with a telescope. These constellations have the brightest 
stars in the winter sky.
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Rolf Meier talked about deep sky objects along the Milky Way. Many 
runaway stars were formed in the Orion nebula. Runaway stars are 
formed when one star of a binary pair becomes a supernova, and the 
companion star is no longer held in orbit.

Jupiter and Venus will get closer to each other in the next few months. 
Look for the zodiacal light.

Doug George announced the upcoming Messier Marathon, where the 
goal is to observe as many Messier objects as possible in one night. In 
theory, all but one of the 100 objects can be observed.

On February 23, the moon will have crossed the northern half of the 
Pleiades. Doug described how to time the occultation using a small 
telescope or binoculars, a tape recorder, and a radio.

The meeting was adjourned at 10:35 pm, with 59 people in attendance, 
50 of whom were members.

JIM  LUCYK’S INDEX NOW AVAILABLE AT IRO Doug George

You may recall that Walter Scott Houston sent us a letter last November 
in which he mentioned Jim Lucyk’s Cross-Reference Index for deep 
sky objects. Eric Clinton, the editor of Astronomy London, saw the 
note. It turns out Jim Lucyk is a member of the London Centre, and Eric 
was kind enough to send me an order form. Shortly thereafter, Fred 
Lossing received a copy of the Index, courtesy of Walter Scott Houston! 
This copy is now the latest addition to our observatory’s collection of 
catalogs and star charts (Thanks!).

The index lists many, many deep sky objects constellation by 
constellation, and gives references for information about these objects. 
The references are from 23 different sources, such as Burnham’s 
Celestial Handbook, Vehrenberg’s Atlas of Deep Sky Wonders, The 
Webb Society Quarterly Journal, and several astronomy magazines.

If you are interested in receiving your own copy, it can be obtained from 
the Chatham-Kent Astronomy Club, P.O. Box 191, Chatham, Ontario, 
N7M 5K3. At $10 a copy, it is quite a bargain.
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CCD VS FILM Rolf Meier

Is the CCD (charge-coupled device) ready to replace photographic film 
in astrophotography? Judging by the evidence in the February, 1988 
issue of Sky & Telescope, I think not. The recent article is entitled 
Coloring the Electronic Sky and is written by Rudolph E. Schild. 
Another article along the same lines is Sky on a Chip: The Fabulous 
CCD, which appeared in the September, 1987 issue.

The words in these articles say one thing, but the accompanying pictures 
say another. The words are very misleading, but anyone can see the truth 
by comparing to the April, 1984 issue. This issue contains some 
excellent reproductions using the tricolour photographic method.

It annoys me to see more and more of the CCD pictures with articles in 
the magazines. They don’t show very much detail. Just look through 
"News Notes" sometime. The captions say things like "Clearly you can 
see blah, blah, blah...". Oh really?

The CCD pictures are a lot fuzzier than those taken with photographic 
film. And I mean a lot fuzzier. Just look at the photos on pages 145 and 
146 of the February issue. They are very narrow-field and low- 
resolution. Compare the views of the Trifid Nebula to that on page 303 
of the April, 1984 issue. The difference is so obvious, I find it 
astounding that the magazines would state that CCDs are superior to 
films.

For instance, the September, 1987 issue lists the important requirements 
for an astronomical detector. Then it goes on to say that the CCD excels 
in every one of these areas. However, if you read carefully, the 
comparison is being made to "many other detectors currently in use", not 
to film. And, of course, everyone agrees that the CCD is superior to 
vidicon and photomultiplier detectors. The same article does go on to 
admit that photographic film has much better resolution.

Facts are facts. Film has much better ability to record detail, and at the 
same time records a much larger area of the sky. While even ordinary 
colour film is better in these respects, the tricolour technique solves the 
only other potential problem of film, namely reciprocity failure. The 
tricolour technique has been perfected by David Malin and others. It 
allows for correction of the non-linear effects of photographic film. 
Three images are made, each one through a different coloured filter. The 
images are re-combined on a single colour plate in the darkroom. At this 
time, known reciprocity effects can be corrected for, or the image may 
be enhanced for a particular effect. This is precisely the same correction
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that is claimed for CCDs in the February issue. Technically, the CCD 
method is the same; that is, three different CCD images are recombined 
by superimposing them photographically.

So what are the advantages of CCD imaging? To be fair, there are some, 
though in practice the advantages are questionable. First of all, CCD 
exposure times are shorter. This is due to the greater quantum efficiency 
of CCDs. Second, CCDs are very linear over a large dynamic range of 
light intensities. Finally, I suppose that the future potential of CCD 
detectors is good, provided that their resolution improves. Let me 
compare the CCD and photographic tricolour techniques in the following 
table:

Factor CCD Film

Exposure Time short long

Resolution poor; less than SO lines 
per mm

excellent; greater than 
100 lines/mm for even 
fast film

Linearity excellent poor at long exposure 
times

Field of View poor; 800x800 pixels 
today 2048x2048,2.5" 
square being developed

excellent; up to 14" X 
14" easily obtained

Cost high low

Supporting
Equipment
Required

expensive and 
specialized

standard darkroom

Reusable yes no

Blind Spots necessary to allow for 
signal tracks on IC 
surface

virtually none, since 
fine film grains cover 
entire surface

As with most semiconductor devices, the cost of CCDs is likely to come 
down with time, as their production process improves. At that time, 
large, low-cost imagers may be feasible. Then the inherently low 
resolution may be improved by simply increasing the image size with a 
longer focal length; for example, with eyepiece projection. But in the 
meantime, stop bugging me with fuzzy pictures!
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OBSERVING THE WINTER SIX Sandy Ferguson

Perhaps the most easily recognized constellation after the Big Dipper 
(which is not a constellation but an asterism, a distinctive pattern of 
stars) is Orion. No other constellation has so many bright stars and its 
distinctive outline make it readily identifiable to anyone whose interest 
in astronomy has just been awakened. Well, did you know that you can 
use Orion to point the way to five other constellations that occupy the 
sky these days? Together with Orion they are known as the "Winter Six", 
and they contain at least 13 bright stars, including the four comer and 
three belt stars of Orion. The charts which accompany this article, show 
how you can use the belt and other stars in the constellation to locate 
Auriga, Gemini, Canis Major, Canis Minor and Taurus.

Well, now that you have found all these constellations, just what is 
available for you to observe? Whether you are observing with your 
naked eye, binoculars or telescope, there’s something for everyone.

Naked Eye Observing: First of all, getting acquainted with the shape of 
each constellation is good naked eye sport! And how about star 
colours...it’s not difficult to see that Betelgeuse is reddish in colour; 
Aldebaran is orange; Rigel is bluish-white. See if you can ascertain 
colours in the other bright stars. You might also make a point of 
observing how the constellations orient themselves as they move across 
the sky. Gemini is a good example of how a constellation rises on its 
"side", gradually uprights itself as it progresses across the sky and finally 
sets on its "feet". In Auriga the triangle of stars known as "The Kids" is 
easily seen near the star Capella and in Taurus the "V" shape of the 
Hyades and the well-known Pleiades cluster are easy targets.

Binocular Observing: In addition to checking out such objects as the 
Pleiades again (what was six stars naked eye becomes a lot more in 
binoculars!), you could start by zeroing in on the middle star of the 
sword in Orion. Guess what...it doesn’t look like a star anymore. That 
fuzzy patch you see is the Orion Nebula: an enormous cloud of gas and 
dust in which new stars are developing. It is known by its Messier 
designations of M42 and M43. Next, you might like to turn the 
binoculars overhead to hunt for three open clusters in Auriga: M36, M37 
and M38. They appear as hazy objects; don’t expect them to resolve into 
individual stars! Another open cluster can be found in Gemini -  M35, 
again a hazy blob -  and yet another cluster in Canis Major -  M41. All 
these objects are easily visible, as long as you make sure you are well 
away from lights and your eyes are dark-adapted.
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Telescope Observing: Anyone with even the smallest telescope will 
enjoy viewing all the above objects over again. The Orion Nebula now 
becomes a lovely, greenish-white, wispy object with a number of bright 
stars imbedded in the nebulosity. The four brightest stars form a group 
known as "The Trapezium", some components of which are eclipsing 
binaries. You can indulge in some variable star observing if so inclined. 
The open star clusters you observed with binoculars now resolve into 
individual stars, and you will discover that M35 now has a tiny 11th 
magnitude companion cluster known as NGC 2158. Finally, if you have 
a large scope and like some real challenges, go for the rather barren area 
of Canis Minor -  somewhere in there are some 14th mag. galaxies (see 
Uranometria 2000.0). Good Luck!!

JANUARY CENTRE MEETING David Monoogian

The guest speaker at the January meeting was Dr. David Goodenough, 
Chief Research Scientist at the Canada Centre for Remote Sensing, 
Energy, Mines & Resources, Ottawa.

Members were given an insight into advances in this fast developing 
field of information gathering. This field is clearly going to have a major 
impact on the way countries will deal with economic, environmental, 
resource and developmental issues and policies.

It was also made clear how the development of one particular 
technology -  in this case remote sensing -  creates the demand and 
conditions for qualitative advances in other related areas. In this case, it 
creates the absolute need for information processing technology which 
can deal with the extent and complexity of the information and, 
ultimately, the end-product requirements of the public and private sector.

Dr. Goodenough also portrayed the humorous side of scientific research, 
which one rarely glimpses: those "flying by the seat of the pants" 
improvisations, which are part of the nature of advances.

He also left members with a sense of how this technology may quickly 
advance to become another important tool in the understanding of events 
and processes on other planets and bodies within the solar system.

All in all, it was an excellent and stimulating presentation.
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THE SKY THIS MONTH Doug George

Mercury is very low in the sky at sunrise, in a very unfavourable position 
for northern observers. Venus is the spectacularly bright "evening star" 
visible in the west, alongside Jupiter. These two planets pass within 2° of 
each other on March 6. Watch for the nearby Moon on March 20-21. 
Mars is visible in the peak of Sagittarius’ "teapot", about three hours 
before dawn. Saturn is also in the same region of the sky, rising about 
four hours before sunrise.

Observations of last month’s lunar occultation of the Pleiades star cluster 
were extremely successful. So far, I have talked to seven people who 
watched the event Sandy Ferguson, Derek MacLeod, and I timed 
disappearances; in fact Derek and I both managed to observe more than 
20 events! The data is now being compiled for BLOC; if anyone else has 
data, please let me know. Also, note from the table that we have some 
lunar grazing occultations coming up, including one of 3rd magnitude Pi 
Scorpii.
Event Date EST

Full Moon Mar 3 11:01
Moonless Evening Observing Begins Mar 6
Last Quarter Mar 11 05:57
Occultation of SA O 139205 by Kassandra Mar 15 04:56
New Moon Mar 17 21:02
Moonless Evening Observing Ends Mar 20
Vernal Equinox Mar 20 04:39
First Quarter Mar 24 23:41
Full Moon Apr 2 04:21
Occultation of SAO 137000 by Tisiphone Apr 3 19:01
Moonless Evening Observing Begins Apr 4
Lunar Grazing Occultation of Pi Scorpii Apr 6 01:45
Lunar Grazing Occultation of SAO 186256 Apr 8 05:22

HELP MESSAGE FROM SASKATOON CENTRE Sandy Ferguson

The February issue of "Saskatoon Skies", the newsletter of the Saskatoon 
Centre, includes a request for assistance from other Centres in obtaining 
parts for their 16" telescope, currently under construction. Reprinted 
below, is Rick Husiak’s article:

The Saskatoon Centre of the RASC is getting into the details of designing the fork 
mounting for its 16" Newtonian/Cassegrain telescope. Because of the need for 
professional quality stability, and since it has two Nasmyth (through the Dec. axis) 
Cassegrain foci, we are finding that obtaining suitable bearings at a tolerable price is
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next to impossible. We urgently need information on finding surplus, reconditioned, or 
donated (tax deductible) bearings from our fellow RASC members across Canada.

We require:

2 -  3.5" (approx.) spherical roller pillow block bearings, for the RA axis;

2 -  5” (approx.) tapered roller or angular contact ball bearings, for the Dec. axis;

Also: 1 -  8" or larger worm gear with worm to serve as the slow-motion control for the 
Dec. axis.

The cost of new bearings alone would be over $2,000.00. We are a small Centre, with a 
tight budget for this project, and we are looking for ways to use our telescope fund as 
efficiently as possible. When completed, the 16" telescope will provide the Centre with 
a much needed boost for serious amateur observing and would attract new membership. 
Any information provided would inevitably lead to benefiting the study of astronomy in 
our area and would be greatly appreciated. Send letters or postcards to:

Richard Husiak 
212-18th Street West 
Saskatoon, Sask. S7L 0 K3

Good Luck, Rick et al, from Ottawa Centre!!

NEW COMETS Derek MacLeod

During March, Comet Liller -  the first comet of the year -  ascends 
quickly through Pisces. It was discovered January 11th at RA 23h 53m 
and Dec -28°. By the end of this month it will be at Dec +32° and will 
have a magnitude of 7. On March 10/11, Comet Liller will be just east of 
the 2.8 magnitude star Gamma Pegasus in the early evening sky.

Comet McNaught is more challenging at magnitude 10, but may be 
visible through the night. It is decreasing in brightness as it travels 
eastward in Cassiopeia mid-month.

Comet Liller

Date RA (1950.0) Dec (1950.0) Dist. Earth Dist. Sun Mag.

Mar. 5 
Mar. 10

00h20.45m
00h24.70m

+ 10°30.5m 
+ 14°33.3m 1.739 0.935 7.4

Mar. 15 
Mar. 20

00h29.23m
00h34.11m

+ 18°43.9m
+ 23°03.3m 1.666 0.874 7.0

Mar. 25 
Mar. 30

00h39.51m
00h45.63m

+ 27°31.8m 
+ 32°11.1m 1.575 0.849 6.8
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Comet McNaught

Date RA (1950.0) Dec (1950.0) Dist. Earth Dist. Sun Mag.

Mar. 5 
Mar. 10

22hl7.29m
22h51.58m

+ 59°06.7m 
+ 61°18.9m 1.892 1.741 10.3

Mar. 15 
Mar. 20

23h26.86m
00h02.17m

+ 62°57.5m 
+ 64°05.2m 2.073 1.873 10.8

Mar. 25 
Mar. 30

00h36.55m
0 lh03.21m

+ 64°46.0m 
+ 65°04.7m 2.271 2.004 11.3
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omcon
ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPES • 
SPOTTING TELESCOPES • OPTICS • 
BINOCULARS • ACCESSORIES

10" NEWTONIAN $1695
6" NEWTONIAN 699
80mm REFRACTOR 699
4" NEWTONIAN 329
ALL METAL CONSTRUCTION!

DRIVE CORRECTORS 89
PLOSSLS FROM 79

B+L 4000 695

WE WILL COMPETE WITH ANY 
SIMILAR OFFER FROM 
CANADIAN SOURCES

FOCUS SCIENTIFIC (1975) LTD.
596 RIDEAU ST. OTTAWA  

FOCUS SCIENTIFIC 
FREE CUSTOMER PARKING

CALL BETW EEN 10 AM AND 6 PM 236-7767
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FROM:
OTTAWA CENTRE, R.A.S.C. 
P.O. BOX 6617 STATION J 
OTTAWA, ONTARIO K2A 3Y7 
CANADA

'MS. ROSEMARY FREEMAN C 4 
ROYAL ASTRON. SOC. OF CANADA 
136 DUPONT ST .
TORONTO ONT . M5R 1V2


